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Abstract—In this paper, we present the space-domain integralequation method for the analysis of frequency selective surfaces
(FSS), consisting of an array of periodic metallic patches or a metal
screens perforated periodically with arbitrarily shaped apertures. The
computation of the spatial domain Green’s function is accelerated by
the Ewald transformation. The geometric model is simplified by the
lattice symmetry, so that the unknowns are greatly reduced. Time of
filling MOM matrix and solving linear system is dramatically reduced.
Our technique shows much higher efficiency when compared with the
available commercial software and the existing methods published.
1. INTRODUCTION
The frequency selective surfaces (FSS) often consist of an array
of periodic metallic patches or a conducting sheet with periodical
apertures. It provides uninhibited transmission in specific frequency
bands while suppressing transmission in other bands when illuminated
by an incident electromagnetic wave. They have found a variety of
applications in a broad range of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum
including antenna reflectors, quasi-optical filters, polarizers, switches,
and designing more efficient lasers [1]. Recently, it has been shown
that periodic structures built from nonmagnetic conducting sheets can
exhibit negative real parts of permittivity and permeability [2]. These
materials, designated as left-handed metamaterials, are opening new
application fields.
Periodic structures are advantageously analyzed with integralequation (IE) techniques, usually formulated in the spectral domain,
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as exemplified by the case of multilayered FSS [1]. Two approaches can
be employed. One is to compute a specific FSS in its entirety [3], the
other is to cascade the generalized scattering matrices (GSMs) of the
constitutive building blocks [4]. In using the MoM, the appropriate
choice of basis function is very important. The entire domain basis
functions are often used to analyze the specific geometry, such as
dipole, square and so on. For complex shape geometry, subdomain
basis functions such as rooftop basis functions [5] and Rao-WiltonGlisson (RWG) basis functions [6] have to be used. Generally, the
former is only utilized to analyze the canonical geometry FSS, and
the later is utilized to analyze the arbitrary geometry FSS for its
ability to model arbitrarily shaped structures. Therefore, spatial
domain integral-equation analysis of periodic structures using RWG
basis functions becomes a popular technique.
The application of the Floquet-Bloch theorem [7, 8] reduces the
computational domain of infinite periodic structures to a single unit
cell but leads to the result that involves the numerical evaluation of
very slowly converging series. A number of techniques, either analytical
or numerical, have been developed to accelerate the convergence of
the relevant series. Among the analytical ones, Poisson’s formula
and Kummer’s decompositions [9] represent the most commonly
adopted approaches. Numerical acceleration techniques like the
Shanks’ transformations [10] or the ρ algorithm [11] may also be
necessary to further accelerate the result. Improved convergence can
be obtained by applying the Ewald’s transformation [12]. Compared
to the other acceleration techniques, Ewald method converges fastest
(Gaussian convergence) and is the most accurate when the observation
point gets close to the sources. Recently, space-domain integralequation method [13, 14] and hybrid finite-element/boundary-integral
(FE/BI) method [15], using the Ewald transformation to accelerate the
convergence of PGF, have been applied to analysis of three-dimensional
doubly periodic structures based on arbitrary non-orthogonal lattice
configurations.
In this paper, we propose a spatial-domain integral-equation
method for the analysis of frequency selective surfaces (FSS) using
Ewald transformation and lattice symmetry. The involved PGF
are computed using the Ewald transformation to accelerate their
convergence. This paper first presents integral-equation method
analysis of periodic structure with lattice symmetry, simplifying
geometry model of unit cell. Typically, the lattice configuration of
periodic structure has good symmetry. If we use the lattice symmetry
to simplify the unit model, the unknowns will be reduced greatly, so
that the solving time of MoM linear system and the matrix-filling time
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are reduced dramatically. Two new basis functions deriving from RWG
basis function are introduced to deal with the current condition of the
unit patch .This technique will be demonstrated in detail in Section 5.
This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, integral-equation
method is described and two new basis functions are introduced.
Secondly, Ewald transformation of periodic Green’s function (PGF)
and singularity extraction are described. Thirdly, the technique using
lattice symmetry to simplify the geometry model is proposed to analyze
periodic structure efficiently. Finally, some numerical examples are
presented to illustrate the efficiency of our approach.
2. INTEGRAL EQUATION
We consider a frequency selective surface with identical metallic objects
of arbitrary shape, periodically arranged in the xoy-plane (Fig. 1).
The frequency selective surface has a general skewed lattice defined by
primitive vector a1 and a2 and
by a plane wave impinging
¡ is illuminated
¢
with the incidence angle θinc , φinc . Let S designate the surface of
the metallic object within the structure’s unit cell. The analysis is
based on the solution of the following mixed-potential integral equation
(MPIE) [13]:
·
³
´¸
↔
*
*
1
inc
0
−n̂ × E = n̂ × −jω GA ⊗ J +
(∇GV ) ⊗ ∇ · J
(1)
jω
which is obtained by enforcing the boundary conditions on the PEC
surface S. E inc is the incident electric field, n̂ is the outside unit normal
plane wave
z

θ
y

a2

ϕ

x

a1

Figure 1. 2-D periodic structure with a general skewed lattice.
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↔

to S, J is the unknown current density on S, and GA and GV are the
vector and scalar potential GFs that take into account the periodicity
of the problem.
Equation (1) is solved by applying the MOM in Galerkin form.
*

The unknown current density J is expanded using a set of N RaoWilton-Glisson (RWG) [6] basis functions and it’s two derivative basis
functions (described later) defined on triangular facets Sk of the surface
S:
N
X
*
J=
In fn
(2)
n=1

where In are the unknown coefficients.
There are three kinds of basis function used in the paper, that is,
RWG basis function, half-RWG basis function and invert-RWG basis
function, as shown in Fig. 2. The last two are derived from RWG basis
function:

¡ ¢
*
+ *
(ln /2A+
r inside Tn+

n )ρn r ,

¡*¢
¡
¢ − ¡*¢
*
(3)
fn r =
ln /2A−
r inside Tn−
n ρn r ,


0,
otherwise
where ln is the length of the common edge, and A±
n is the area of
*
triangle Tn± . Vector ρ−
connects
the
observation
point
r to the free
n
+
vertex of the minus triangle. Vector ρn connects the free vertex of plus
triangle to the observation point. There is something worth noting
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Figure 2. Three kinds of basis function. (a) RWG basis function.
(b) Invert-RWG basis function. (c) Half-RWG basis function.
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that, for invert-RWG basis functions, the observation point r
in Tn+ is directed toward the free vertex. The red line stands for
the common edge of two triangles. The common edges do not always
overlap. As long as the two edges have the same length, and meet
a specific physical relationship, then they can build a common edge.
This is usually used to deal with the current continuity of the surface
meshes at the periodic boundary (PB).
3. 2-D PERIODIC GREEN’S FUNCTION AND ITS
EWALD TRANSFORMATION
* *

In the spatial domain, the periodic Green’s function Gp ( r , r s ) has the
form
∞
∞
**
X
X
e−jk0 Rmn
* *
Gp ( r , r s ) =
(4)
e−j k · ρ mn
4πRmn
m=−∞ n=−∞
where
*

ρ mn = m · a1 + n · a2
¯* *
¯
*
Rmn = ¯ r − r s − ρ mn ¯
*

here ρ mn is the translation vector of the lattice.
* *
In the spectral domain, Gp ( r , r s ) becomes
*

³

*

*

´

−j k tmn · ρ − ρ s
∞
X
e
e−jkzmn |z−zs |
2jAk
zmn
m=−∞ n=−∞

∞
X
¡* * ¢
Gp r , r s =

(5)

where A = |a1 × a2 | is the cross-sectional area of the unit cell,
*

*

r = ρ + z · ẑ.
*
*
2π
k tmn = k t00 +
[m (a2 × ẑ) + n (ẑ × a1 )]
A
is the reciprocal lattice vector.
q
*
*
kzmn = k02 − k tmn · k tmn ,
where Re(kzmn ) ≥ 0, Im(kzmn ) ≤ 0.
3.1. Ewald Transformation of PGF
The spatial and spectral formulations of PGF are slowly convergent.
However, the Ewald method successfully combines both formulations
into fast converging series. Here, we present the details of the Ewald
transform used to compute the potential GFs of a periodic structure
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with general skewed lattice. The Ewald transformation starts from the
spatial domain representation of the PGF [Eq. (4)] and makes use of
the identity
Z ∞
2
k0
2
2
e−jkRmn
2
=√
e−Rmn s + 4s2 ds
(6)
Rmn
π 0
where s is a complex variable. In order that the integrand converges as
s → 0 for a wavenumber k0 with an arbitrary amount of loss, the path
is chosen so that arg(s) = π/4 as s → 0. In order to have convergence
as s → ∞, the path is chosen so that −π/4 ≤ arg(s) ≤ π/4. Next, (6)
is substituted into (4) and the integral is split into two terms, as
Gp (r, r0 ) = Gp1 (r, r0 ) + Gp2 (r, r0 )
(7)
where
Z E
∞
∞
2
k0
2
2
1 X X −jkt00 ·ρmn
2
0
Gp1 (r, r ) =
e−Rmn s + 4s2 ds (8)
e
×√
4π m=−∞ n=−∞
π 0
Z ∞
∞
∞
2
k0
2
2
1 X X −jkt00 ·ρmn
2
0
Gp2 (r, r ) =
e
×√
e−Rmn s + 4s2 ds (9)
4π m=−∞ n=−∞
π E
Using the identity [16, Eq. (7.7.7)]
·
µ
¶
Z ∞
2
2 s2 + k0
2
1
jk
−Rmn
−jk
R
mn
0
2
4s ds =
√
e
e
erfc Rmn E −
2Rmn
2E
π E
(10)
¶¸
µ
jk
jk0 Rmn
+e
erfc Rmn E +
2E
where erfc is the complementary error function, Gp2 (r, r0 ) can be
written as
∞
∞
X
X
¡
¢
e−jkt00 Rmn
Gp2 r, r0 =
4πRmn
m=−∞ n=−∞
¶¸
·
µ
jk
jk0 Rmn
(11)
×real e
erfc Rmn E +
2E
which is essentially a “modified” spatial-domain part of the PGF.
Making use of the Poisson transformation [17, 18], Eq. (8) is finally
transformed as
0
∞
∞
X
X
e−jktmn ·(ρ−ρ )
0
Gp1 (r, r ) =
4jAkzmn
m=−∞ n=−∞
·
µ
¶
¢
jkzmn ¡
0)
0
−jk
(z−z
(12)
zmn
− z−z E
× e
erfc
2E
µ
¶¸
¢
jkzmn ¡
0
+ ejkzmn (z−z ) erfc
+ z − z0 E
2E
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3.2. Optimum Splitting Parameter E
By analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the series terms, the
approximation to the optimal value for 2-D general skewed lattices
is given by [13, 19]:
µr
¶
π k
E = max
,
(13)
A 2H
where H 2 is the maximum exponent permitted. For example, consider
a worst case in which there is no phasing (kx0 = ky0 = 0). If we require
H 2 = 9 we need E > k/2H ≈ k/6 ≈ 1/λ. Inp
other words, for H 2 = 9,
the choice of the optimum parameter E = π/A is a good choice if
A < 3λ2. Choosing this value and adjusting the summation limits so
that the most dominant terms are kept, in almost all practical cases
it is sufficient to include only nine summation terms in (11) and (12)
(i.e., the summation limits are from −1 to +1), in which the error level
is usually less than 0.1%.
3.3. Extraction of the Singular Term of PGF
By extracting its singularity [20], the periodic Green’s function (PGF)
can be expressed as Gp = Gp1 + [Gp2 − 1/ (4πR)] + 1/4πR. The
singularity subtraction technique [21] used in this paper can compute
the singularity of |r − r0 |n (n ≥ −3) type. The remaining part using
L’Hospital rule has a finite value at R → 0 since:
(
)
¶
µ
1 X ±jkR
1
jk
−
lim
e
erfc RE ±
R→0 8πR
2E
4πR
±
(14)
·
µ
¶
¸
k2
jk
jk
E
=
· erfc
− 1 − √ e 4E2
4π
2E
2π π
where the real part of erfc (jk/2E) equates to 1.
4. INTERPOLATION OF PGFS
In the following, the interpolation procedure of PGFs is introduced.
PGF values are pre-computed at each frequency point and tabulated
in a rectangular 3-D grid along x-x0 , y-y 0 , and z-z 0 . The GF values
needed to compute the numerical integrals in the MoM matrix are
then retrieved from the table using interpolation routines (quadrature
interpolation). This is computationally very advantageous.The reason
is in the fact that interpolating the GF values from the table is much
faster than computing the Ewald sums directly (since this has to
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be done for every pair of source and field triangles in the numerical
integration using cubature formulas.)
The relative error ε obtained by interpolating the PGFs is defined
as
¯
¯ int
¯ G − Gex ¯
¯
ε = ¯¯
¯
Gex
where Gint and Gex are the interpolated and the exact data,
respectively. The exact data are obtained by calculating the series
(11) and (12) with an accuracy ε = 10−7 ; the relative errors less than
ε = 10−7 have therefore been neglected.
We take the 2-D metallic structure with orthogonal lattices shown
in Fig. 3 (a) as example. The threshold of far interaction between field
and source triangles usually is set to λ/10. When |r − r0 | < λ/10,
PGF change dramatically and it’s singularity must be extracted.
For the near interaction, the 2-D grid is in −0.1λ < ∆x < 0.1λ,
−0.1λ < ∆y < 0.1λ, z − z 0 = 0; For far interaction, the 2-D grid is in
− |a1 | < ∆x < |a1 |, − |a2 | < ∆y < |a2 |, z − z 0 = 0, shown in Fig. 3(b).
The red line stands for the singular boundary, so the PGFs at the
center of sub-grid generally are pre-computed and stored. In Fig. 4,
an example is shown of the relative error in the interpolation of PGF
involved far and near interaction through quadrature interpolation,
with various values of int Nint . An extensive number of comparisons
have also been performed to estimate the accuracy reached with
different numbers of interpolation points. In Fig. 5, signs (A. . . L) are
the sampling points for interpolation. A very high level of accuracy is
anyway easily obtained with a relatively small number of interpolation
points. The side length range of the sub-grid usually is 0.015 ∼ 0.03λ,
and the higher interpolation accuracy (ε < 10−3 , even 10−5 ) can be
obtained.
y
a2

2 a2

W

o

x

L

o

a1

(a)

2 a1

(b)

Figure 3. The PGFs at the center of sub-grids (yellow point) will be
pre-computed and stored: (a) The unit cell of FSS. (b) A rectangular
2-D grid with Nint × Nint sub-grids.
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Nint

Nint

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The relative error of a single point. Reference
√ structure:
primitive
vector
a
=
a
=
0.55λ;
phase
shifts
k
=
6k0 /4, ky0 =
1
2
x0
√
2k0 /4. Accuracy reached interpolating PGFs through quadratic
interpolation, with a 2-D grid of Nint × Nint equispaced points in
−0.55λ < ∆x < 0.55λ, −0.55λ < ∆y < 0.55λ, z − z 0 = 0.
(a) Far-interaction r − r0 = (/ − 0.21λ, 0.29λ, 0/). (b) Near-interaction
r − r0 = (/ − 0.011λ, 0.018λ, 0/).
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Figure 5. The relative error of a series of points. Reference structure:
primitive
vector a1 = a2 = 0.45λ; phase shifts kx0 = k0 /4, ky0 =
√
3k0 /4. Accuracy reached interpolating PGFs through quadratic
interpolation, with a 2-D grid of Nint × Nint equispaced points in
−0.45λ < ∆x < 0.45λ, −0.45λ < ∆y < 0.45λ. The data plotted
refer to the circular line (x − x0 )2 + (y − y 0 )2 = (0.23λ)2 , z − z 0 = 0;
The number of sampling point is 12, the first one (Point A) starts from
ϕ = 15◦ .
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For the case of FSS under the normal incidence of plane wave,
because the phase shift factor is zero, PGF value is just related to
|r − r0 |. For the near interaction, the 2-D grid is in 0 < ∆x < 0.1λ,
0 < ∆y < 0.1λ, z − z 0 = 0; For far interaction, the 2-D grid is in
0 < ∆x < |a1 |, 0 < ∆y < |a2 |, z − z 0 = 0. The number of precomputed PGFs can be reduced to 1/4 of the original one.
5. FSS UNIT CONNECTING TO PERIODIC
BOUNDARY (PB)
This case usually appears in aperture periodic structure shown in
Fig. 6. The triangle meshes connecting to the periodic boundary (PB)
requires special handling. A possible imposition of periodic boundary
condition (PBC) to the surface mesh has been discussed in detail
in [22]. The basic observation is that the fields on the PB of a surface
mesh are related to the fields on the opposite PB through a phase
relation. If the unknown field at an edge on one of the PBs is em , the
value en of the field at the corresponding edge on the opposition PB
is given by
*

*

en = em · e−j k t00 ·∆ r
*

where ∆ r = (a1 or a2 ) is the vector joining the two edges.
The two triangles (red line) at the left and right PB respectively
constitute a RWG edge. Similarly, the two triangles (green line) at
the up and low PB respectively constitute a RWG edge. This relation
requires that the surface meshes of the opposite PBs be identical.
( blue line: PB

(

mup

nri

nle

mlo
Figure 6. The triangle mesh connecting to PB.
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6. USING LATTICE SYMMETRY TO SIMPLIFY THE
GEOMETRY MODEL
Here we take the aperture periodic structure shown in Fig. 7 for
example, because the aperture structure is relatively complex. The
triangle meshes connecting to the periodic boundary (PB) require
special handling.
6.1. Regular Array Under Normal Incident of Plane Wave
Suppose FSS is under the normal incidence of plane wave with the
E-field parallel to the x-axis (T EMx ). The geometry model was
simplified to 1/4 of original one using the lattice symmetry (Fig. 8).
The time of filling MOM matrix and solving linear system by iterative
method is reduced approximately to 1/4 of original one.
In addition to the primary source triangle, the coordinates of
other three source triangles can be obtained through mirror. The
relationship for the current expansion coefficients of the four source
triangles is as follows:
I1 = −I2 = −I3 = I4

y
x

o

Figure 7. Unit cell of rectangular aperture FSS (blue line: PB).
field triangle primarysourcetriangle
1

2

1

2

four source triangles

4

4
3

y

o

3

x

Figure 8. The field and source triangles. Red arrows are the current
direction of the four source triangles.
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The impedance matrix of the mixed-potential integral equation
(MPIE) is given by
½ D
¾
4
E
X
¡
¢®
↔
1 
Zmn =
c (k) · jω fm , GA ⊗ fnk +
∇ · fm , GV ⊗ ∇0 · fnk
jω
k=1

where

½
c (k) =

1, if k = 1 or 4
−1, if k = 2 or 3

That is, one field triangle corresponds to four source triangles. fn1
is the basis function of primary source triangle n1 ; fn2 , fn3 and fn4
are the basis function of the other three source triangles (n2 , n3 , n4 ),
respectively.
The triangle meshes connecting to left and right edges (red line)
should be assigned half-RWG basis function, because there is a current
flowing through left and right edges. There is no current following
through upper and lower edges, so the two edges can be considered as
the open boundary edges.
6.2. Regular Array Under Oblique Incident of Plane Wave
Suppose FSS is under the oblique incidence of plane wave (xozplane is the incident plane) with V -polarization and H-polarization
respectively. V -polarization denotes the E-field parallel to the incident
plane; H-polarization denotes the E-field perpendicular to the incident
plane. The geometry model was simplified to 1/2 of the original one
using the lattice symmetry (Fig. 9). The time of filling MOM matrix
and solving linear system by iterative method is reduced approximately
to 1/2 of the original one.
field triangle primary source triangle
1

1

1

two source triangles
2

2

2

y

o

x

(a)

(b) V-Polarization

(c) H-Polarization

Figure 9. The field and source triangles. Red arrows are the current
direction of the two source triangles.
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The relationship between current expansion coefficients of two
source triangles is as follows:
½
I2 , if V -Polarization
I1 =
−I2 , if H-Polarization
The impedance matrix of the mixed-potential integral equation
(MPIE) is given by
V -Polarization :
D
E
2
↔
P
Zmn =
jω fm , GA ⊗ fnk +
k=1

1
jω

H-Polarization :
n D
E
2
↔
P
c (k) · jω fm , GA ⊗ fnk +
Zmn =
k=1

where

½

h∇ · fm , GV ⊗ (∇0 · fnk )i

1
jω

o
h∇ · fm , GV ⊗ (∇0 · fnk )i

1, if k = 1
−1, if k = 2

c (k) =

The triangle meshes connecting to left and right edges (red line) should
be assigned RWG basis function. In the case of V -polarization, there
is no current following through upper and lower edges, so the two
edges can be considered as the open boundary edges. In the case
of H-polarization, the triangle meshes at the upper and lower edges
should be assigned half-RWG basis function, due to the existing current
following through the two edges.
6.3. Skewed Array under Normal Incident of Plane Wave

field triangle

2

Bo
u

nd
a

ry
2

Supposed FSS is under the normal incidence of plane wave with the
E-field parallel to the x-axis (T EMx ). The geometry model was
simplified to 1/2 of original one using the lattice symmetry (Fig. 10).

2

Bo
un
da
ry

3

two source triangles

y
o

1

1

x primary source triangle

Figure 10. The field and source triangles.
Red arrows are the current direction of the
two source triangles.

Boundary 1

Figure 11.
InvertRWG consisting of two
corresponding triangles.
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The time of filling MOM matrix and solving linear system by iterative
method is reduced approximately to 1/2 of original one.
The relationship between current expansion coefficients of two
source triangles is as follow
I1 = −I2
The impedance matrix of the mixed-potential integral equation
(MPIE) is given by
½ D
¾
2
E 1 
X
¡
¢®
↔
Zmn =
c (k) · jω fm , GA ⊗ fnk +
∇ · fm , GV ⊗ ∇0 · fnk
jω
k=1

where

½
c (k) =

1, if k = 1
−1, if k = 2

In this case, there are currents following through the three patch
edges. Take the third edge of the patch (Boundary 3) for example, as
shown in Fig. 11. Two triangles connected by the blue line constitute
an invert-RWG basis function. The third edge of the patch has 4
invert-RWGs. Two interior edges of the invert-RWG are symmetrical
about the center of patch edge (red dot). The triangles at the first
and second edge of the patch constitute the invert-RWG in the same
way, which have 7 and 5 invert-RWGs respectively. If the number of
triangles at the patch edge is odd, the triangle at the center of the
patch edge should be assigned half-RWG.
7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
7.1. Jerusalem Cross
In the first example, we consider the problem of a free-standing planar
array of perfectly conducting Jerusalem-Cross shaped patch shown in
Fig. 12. Fig. 13 shows the reflection coefficient for the Floquet TEM
mode with the electric field oriented in the x-direction (T EMx ). The
number of terms in both Ewald sums is set to 9. Further increasing
the number of terms does not show any changes in the reflection
coefficient. The one-4th model is discretized into 80 triangles in
the whole frequency band. We compare the results obtained using
our approach (black solid line) with the results obtained using the
spectral-domain approach [1] (Blue ring) and the numerical values
taken from [13] (red solid line). Good agreement with the reference
results can be observed in the reflection coefficient.
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a2

l2

l1

w

w

o

a1

o

a1

Phase of reflection [deg]

Reflection coefficient [dB]

Figure 12. The unit model of Jerusalem cross array is simplified
to one-4th model. Dimension are in millimeters: w = 1.9, l1 = 3.8,
l2 = 5.7, a1 = a2 = 15.2.

Frequency [GHz]

(a)

Frequency [GHz]

(b)

Figure 13. (a) Magnitude. (b) Phase of the reflection coefficient.
7.2. Double Square-loop
This example involves a double-square-loop periodic structure defined
on a 9.5588 mm square grid. The dimensions of the element are shown
in Fig. 14. The incident field has center frequency fc = 14.5 GHz,
bandwidth fbw = 7 GHz, and illuminates the screen from the (θinc =
30◦ , φinc = 0◦ ) direction with V -polarization and the (θinc = 45◦ ,
φinc = 0◦ ) direction with H-polarization, respectively. Fig. 15 shows
the reflection and transmission coefficients of the structure. Black
solid line and blue solid line represent the reflection and transmission
coefficients obtained using our technique, respectively; Red-ring and
green dashed lines represent the results using the simulation technique
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a2

a2
w1

w2

wg

l

o

o

a1

a1

Reflection & Transmission Coefficient

Reflection & Transmission Coefficient

Figure 14. The unit model of double square-loop array is simplified
to one-2nd model. Dimension are in millimeters: w1 = wg = 0.5588,
w2 = 1.125, l = 6.4588, a1 = a2 = 9.5588.

E

z

U = 30
inc

0

y
a2

a1

x

E

z

U inc = 450

y
a2
a1

x

Frequency [GHz]

Frequency [GHz]

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Reflection and transmission coefficient. (a) Incident
direction (θinc = 30◦ , φinc = 0◦ ) with V -polarization. (b) Incident
direction (θinc = 45◦ , φinc = 0◦ ) with H-polarization.
of EMSS FEKO. Very good agreement with the reference results of
FEKO can be observed.Here, the one-2nd modelis discretized into 100
triangles,and the number of terms in both Ewald sums is set to 9.
7.3. Conducting Screen Perforated with Circular Holes
The transmission of a plane wave incident on a thin perfectly
conducting screen perforated periodically with circular holes is
considered. The geometry of the problem is defined in the inset of
Fig. 17 that shows the geometry layout of the 2-D array of circular holes
in thin conducting screen. The dimensions of the element are shown in
Fig. 16. The reflection and transmission coefficients for a plane wave
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Figure 16. The unit model of circular aperture array is simplified√to
one-2nd model. Dimension are in millimeters: D = 12, a1 = a2 = 10 3
and α = 60◦ .

y
a2
c

x

a1

Figure 17. Transmission coefficient.
with the E-field parallel to the y-axis at normal incidence are plotted
as the function of frequency in Fig. 17. The results obtained using the
presented method (black solid lines) are compared to the simulations
(red dot lines) and measured values (blue ring) taken from [23]. A very
good agreement with the measured values [23] can be noticed. Here,
only nine terms in both Ewald sums give the convergent results for a
mesh density of one-2nd model with 108 triangular cells.
7.4. Cross-Shaped Quasi-Optical Filter
Finally, we analyze the bandpass filter formed by periodic cross-shaped
holes with a resonance frequency of 280 GHz shown in Fig. 18 [24]. The
one-4th modelis discretized into 218 triangles to ensure accurate results
obtained in the entire frequency band.The transmission coefficients for
a plane wave with the E-field parallel to the x-axis at normal incidence
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(T EMx mode) are plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. 19. Black
solid lines represent the results obtained using our technique, red solid
lines represent the results using the simulation technique of [24], and
the measured values are denoted via ring (o). Very good agreement
with the reference results can be observed. Since simulation relative
bandwidth is very wide and the value of the splitting parameter may
be unbalanced, we need more terms in the spectral sum (49) than
in the spatial one (9) to ensure the GF convergence [13]. The time
needed to solve this structure is 6.3 s per frequency point on a PC
with Intel core i5 2.8-GHz processor, 4 GB of RAM, and Microsoft
Win7 operating system.The corresponding CPU time on the same PC
is 122 s and 896 s per frequency point for Ansoft Designer and EMSS
FEKO, respectively.
a2

a2
w

l

o

o

a1

a1

Phase of transmission [deg]

Transmission coefficient [dB]

Figure 18. The unit model of cross-shaped aperture array is simplified
to one-4th model. Dimension are in micrometers: Square lattice period
a1 = a2 = 810, slot length l = 570, slot width w = 160.

Frequency [GHz]

Frequency [GHz]

(a)

(b)

Figure 19. (a) Magnitude. (b) Phase of the transmission coefficient.
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8. CONCLUSION
We propose a spatial-domain integral-equation method for the analysis
of frequency selective surfaces (FSS) using Ewald transformation and
lattice symmetry. The method uses Ewald’s acceleration technique to
speed up the convergence of the GFs. Moreover, we use the lattice
symmetry to simplify the unit model and the unknowns are reduced
greatly, so that the solving time of MoM linear system and the matrixfilling time are reduced dramatically. Two new basis functions deriving
from RWG basis function are introduced to deal with the current
condition of the unit patch. A number of periodic structures with
general skewed lattices under oblique and normal incidence plane-wave
excitations are studied. The simulations show that, in most cases, only
nine terms in both Ewald sums suffice to obtain results that agree very
well with the measured or numerical results reported in the literatures.
Therefore, it shows that our technique is an accurate and efficient
method for analyzing periodic structures. Extension of the proposed
approach to the analysis of arbitrary complicated periodic structures
by using volume-surface integral equation (VSIE) [25–27] and adaptive
cross approximation (ACA) [28] is feasible and under development.
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